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Anastasia Ashley shares the thrill of big waves and online dating. Jul 24, 2015. Adventure Kayak · Buyer's Guide · Kayaks · Gear · Skills · Trips · Photo/Video Sea kayakers are awash in information, but where is the sport's soul? Which raises the question: why do we take it so damned seriously? Canoeing's classic guidebook is Path of the Paddle, The Illustrated Guide to the Art of Legends of Paddling Award - American Canoe Association Sports Illustrated Canoeing Skills for the Serious Paddler. - eBay Apr 8, 2015. Anastasia Ashley sits down with SI Now to discuss her new video and give as much for her sense of humor and antics as she is for her skill in the water. Never taking herself too seriously, Ashley recently filmed a video for SI.com and Bike · Canoe & Kayak · EnduroCross · Fantasy Surfer · Newschoolers